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Christine Brooks Cote

founded Shanti Arts in
2011 to celebrate and
promote the important
connections
between
nature, art, and spirit. In
addition to Stone Voices,
Shanti Arts publishes
Still Point Arts Quarterly
and exhibits art online at
Still Point Art Gallery. As
Shanti Arts Publishing,
the company produces a
wide array of books.

The world is exploding in emerald, sage, and lusty
chartreuse — neon green with so much yellow in it. It is
an explosive green that, if one could watch it moment by
moment throughout the day, would grow in every dimension.
~ Amy Seidl, Early Spring: An Ecologist and Her Children Wake to a Warming World
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Deb McCarroll

Sue Cleveland

Seattle, Washington

was born in a

deb@studiopacific.com

hunting

debmccarroll.com

in

lodge
England.

Her

earliest

publications
included articles
advocating childbirth education and
humanizing hospital care. “Wireless,”
a screenplay written in collaboration
with Dixie Evatt, was a semi-finalist for

Kathryn Oliver
Rockport, Maine
Kathryn@KathrynOliver.com
KathrynOliver.com

Paramount Studio’s 2003 Chesterfield
Writer’s

Film

Project.

Cleveland’s

essays, literary memoir pieces, and
short stories have been featured in
Minerva Rising Literary Journal, Great
Moments in Parenting, The Writing
Barn’s Blog, Everything I Eat Nourishes
Me, Arete, and Austin Women.

u sueclevelandauthorandartist.com

Jacqueline Guidry ’s
Christopher Woods
Chappell Hill, Texas
christopherwoods.zenfolio.com

short works

have appeared most recently in the
Arkansas Review, Broad River Review,
Chautauqua Literary Journal, Rosebud,
and Southampton Review. She is a
three-time Pushcart Prize nominee
and a three-time finalist for a Faulkner
Society gold medal. After practicing
Social

Security

disability

law

for

many years, she now focuses on her
writing and indulges her addictions to
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Writers

Writers

(continued)

(continued)

chocolate, sparkling water, KenKen, and

has taught English and humanities; has

Sudoku. Guidry lives in Kansas City with

written two commissioned biographies;

her husband, Michael; they have two

and is a fabric artist, musician, and

daughters, Alison and Anne, both young

songwriter.

adults.

Megan Steusloff
M a t t h e w
H u m m e r

Michigan. In her free time, she loves to

teaches Latin and

read, garden, and play outside with her

English in Reading,

family. Megan is a graduate of Oakland

Pennsylvania. He

University with a Master’s Degree in

is

Reading and Language Arts.

finishing

M.F.A.

his

teacher, and writer from Sterling Heights,

thesis

at Sewanee's School of Letters.

He

Poet

has been published in several literary
journals, such as Florida English, Agave
Magazine,

is a mom, wife,

Scapegoat

Review,

and

Marilyn Joy

is a retired teacher of

art and English. She has been a dancer,

Belleville Park Pages.

visual artist, writer, meditator, seeker
and surveyor of new landscapes. Her

Anita
Smith

Carol

poetry has been published in literary

is

a

journals and magazines and she has

writer and artist

won awards in the National Federation

whose work has

of State Poetry Societies annual contest.

been
in

published
print

online

and

formats.

Smith completed her B.A. in English

She has written two novels currently
in search of an admiring agent, and on
most days would trade it all in for an
unhurried walk in the woods.

at Occidental College and her M.A. in
British and American literature at the
University of California, San Diego. She
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Also from Shanti Arts . . .

Stone Voices is now available in both digital and print editions. Save
money by purchasing your subscription or single issue in digital format.
A one-year subscription in print is $38, a one-year subscription in
digital is $22. Or you can have both for $48. Now you have a choice....
print or digital. Subscribe online. www.stone-voices.com

Still Point Arts Quarterly is a print magazine about art, artists, and
artistry ... expression, imagination, and inspiration. Each issue includes
the work of contemporary artists as well as articles, essays, fiction,
and poetry ... all about art. Featured artists have included painters,
photographers, and mixed-media artists from around the world.
Writers and poets have included novelists, frequent contributors to
literary journals, nominees for the Pushcart Prize, and chapbook
poets. The Quarterly has been praised for its rich content, magnificent
reproduction of artwork, and splendid layout and design. It is, quite
simply, a beautiful publication. www.stillpointartsquarterly.com

Still Point Art Gallery - Upcoming Exhibitions - www.stillpointartgallery.com
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COLUMN

Looking Through

G od

is

the

S piritual Eye

H idden - Part I

Peter Azrak
Peter Azrak is a psychotherapist,
Hillman tells us that the creative force kills the one truth
we do not want to hear. Kills? Yes, the creative force
kills the false hope that a piece of transformative art
can simply emerge out of good intention. Often the
desire to make art comes from this naive sense that
any scribble we pen ”will make it to the refrigerator
door and hang there forever.” In this naive state of
mind, we assume art asks very little of us. Nothing
could be further from the truth.

The death motif is always present at the

chosen art as a way to speak of one’s individual

beginning of change and appears in order to

and collective experience of God. To me, no art

make way for transformation. The creative force

is more clear in its expression of this experience

kills as it produces the new. The flower withers

than the Cro-Magnon cave paintings done more

around the swelling pod. The snake sheds its

than seventeen thousand years ago.

skin. ~James Hillman

I
■

Some thirty years ago, Lascaux, France, was
considered the epicenter of these great pieces

n every religious tradition, God is defined,

of art work. My wife, Anne, and I, however,

among other things, as being unknowable

visited the caves near Les Eyzies, France.

and hidden. If this shared experience

Located in the Dordogne region, our visit was

reflects truth, we find ourselves unable to say

rather spontaneous, and though I had known the

anything directly about God. Thus, only our

paintings existed, I was completely unprepared

experience — what we see from where we

for the ”religious” experience that would

sit — allows us to say anything.

unfold. Yet here I am, so many years later, telling

Since the earliest of times, humankind has
10

teacher, writer, and photographer.
Originally a painter — a struggling
painter — he discovered freedom in
the art of photography. He lives in
New York City.
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Peter Azrak

powerful experience of the divine in these

Hillman tells us that the creative force kills the

caves. Theology has a word for a place where

one truth we do not want to hear. Kills? Yes, the

the divine meets the earth plane: theophany. In

creative force kills the false hope that a piece of

these places, the divine enters the experience of

transformative art can simply emerge out of good

the artists who join forces with the creator, and

intention. Often the desire to make art comes

in doing so, reflect a resonance so profound that

from this naive sense that any scribble we pen

the viewer’s inner spark is ignited.

”will make it to the refrigerator door and hang

Approaching the quite ordinary entrance to the

there forever.” In this naive state of mind, we

cave, we stumbled upon the first painting and were

assume art asks very little of us. Nothing could

in awe. The painting’s vivid colors of magenta and

be further from the truth. In reality, the creative

red along with tones of brown and gray surround

force kills off this youthful impression and asks us

what looks like a bison. It was astonishing; we

to go deep within to discover more of what we

could not say a word. To this day, I reference the

need to bring forth.

experience as one of those few times when I, like a

Enter one’s experience of the divine, what we

child, was able to put aside all my preconceptions

call God. If God is hidden to our ordinary senses

and allow the art to be what it was: a true religious

and is awakened in us through artistic expression,

experience. No words. No thought. The animals

then we must assume that in some way we have

were actual in every way within the cathedral of a

been asleep. Indeed, we become dulled by

cave on the side of a road.

ordinary life, but when art enters our being, we
wake up to that spark. We see, we feel, we sense,

As a therapist , I have been fortunate to work

we intuit in new ways not yet clear to us. We come

with people who have dedicated some part

to know a place central to our core that emerges

of their lives to the arts — painting, drawing,

when it is ”found” by our creative urges. In other

photography, dance, music, etc. Interestingly,

words, the artwork reflects back to us the core

similar questions emerge from artists: Why can’t

sense that we are in part divine, and as a result,

I paint? Why do I start a project and never finish?

we become aligned with our true center. Suddenly,

Why am I always so depressed after finishing a

we are given another chance to remember the

drawing? Why, why, why . . . I hear a constant

truth about life; we are called to wake up to what

drone of self-doubt and ultimately incrimination

is hidden but alive within each of us.

for ”not doing it right.”

12

■

Although not easily explained, Hillman’s quote

James Hillman’s quote, provided at the

asks us to ”die” to our present experience in

beginning of this column, is telling. The questions

order to open up to something trying to get

in and of themselves reflect the pursuit of artistic

through. Like sand within an oyster, the hidden is

endeavors. To be creative one must recognize

unceasing in its attempt to get our attention, and

the truth behind the desire to have something

the only way it can be heard is if we make space

emerge, like a sculpture from a block of stone.

in our consciousness to allow it. As artists we
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God is Hidden - Part I

are encumbered by the need to take that dive

our passion distorts our perceptions. We have

into death, the death of being asleep in some

tricked ourselves into believing that by following

way. We are all called to continuously wake-up,

our passions, we will find our way to creative

no matter where we are in our journey. To wake

expression. Yet these passions, these selfish

up is possible only if we are willing to let go

desires and cravings, these pursuits for perfection,

of ”certainties” we think must remain, and the

prevent us from ever picking up a brush.

biggest certainty that faces us is that someday

In opening to the ”creative force that kills,” we

we will finish our pursuit and be fully awake. Not

must acknowledge that our artistic pursuits often

so. As Rumi demands: ”Be thirsty.”

place ”me” at the center. The ”me” must step

In light of this, we learn to approach the hidden

aside to reveal an attitude that calls for stillness

God in the same way we approach the sun that is

and silence. Only in this way can we hear the

hidden by clouds. What can we do to find a space

small voice within calling us to discover what is

between the clouds to feel the sun’s warmth? What

to be found. Abandon hard searching and adopt

can we do to find God? Historically, the answer

instead a receptive and willing tone that is open

has been consistent: discard our ”certainties”

to discovering the gifts that lie hidden. There is

and remove our identification with our desires

tremendous value in allowing death to be part of

and cravings. Don’t let the appetite rule because

what is to be born. v
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PORTFOLIO

Kathryn Oliver

discovered a passion for visual

storytelling as a small child. That passion hasn’t stopped and
over time has inspired her to venture into whatever media stir
her imagination. ■ Growing up in the suburbs of Boston in the
late 1970s in a nontraditional, bohemian family, her unstructured
and often unsupervised childhood found her frequently alone
with her imagination. Introverted and shy, she developed a rich
inner life of impressions that revealed themselves through art.
Largely self-taught, curiosity and creative play have taken Oliver
through many avenues of exploration in the arts, including
painting, photography, and ceramic sculpture, as well as theater,
dance, and playwriting. ■ Oliver’s teen and young adult years
were spent immersed in the Boston art and music scene of the
late 1980s and early 1990s, but she now values her quiet life
in midcoast Maine. ■ Over the past decade, Oliver founded
and served as artistic director and playwright for Terra Diddle
Collective, a group of artists, actors, dancers, and musicians
whose collaborative work produced original stage productions
of archetypal storytelling through large puppetry, theater, and
dance. She co-developed the concept and created the imagery
for a multimedia performance called LEAP that combined
projected images and dance with the poetry of the Sufi mystic,
Rumi, and the Austrian poet, Rainer Maria Rilke. Now, after ten
years of collaborative and often large-scale ventures, she has
found her way back to activities more focused on solitude and
inner exploration. ■ Oliver’s work appeared in the 2014 Curious
Camera exhibition in Tucson, Arizona, and was selected for the
2014 Visual Narrative and 2014 Alternative Processes exhibitions
by the Center For Fine Art Photography in Fort Collins, Colorado.
She has also had a featured online portfolio in Italian VOGUE.
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Nature Forces

Drawn to the symbolic language of myth and archetypes, I am forever on
a quest, seeking a visual narrative that evokes an internal recognition of
nature — something in exile, lost, or hidden — yet leaves an impression
inwardly known. ■ I use a classic pinhole lens for its timeless painterly
quality. I coat my prints with hot beeswax, carve away areas of the image
as it cools, and add soft hues of oil pigments. The result is an ethereal
one-of-a-kind artwork with a textured and luminescent surface. ■ Adding
wax, texture, and color changes the mood of my photographs. They live
in between worlds of photography and painting, never quite settling into
either.
All images from the series Nature Forces, 2014.
Pinhole lens, photo encaustic with oil pigments mounted on wood.
I ssue 15
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Jodee Taylah, The Twelve Brothers.

FEATURE

Lunch

at the

C hicken C oop
Sue Cleveland

The raven symbolizes wisdom.

I

’ ve

met some New York City artists who

There is also my great-grandmother who had

were so serious I wanted to sneak up and

the gumption to run away from her husband, a

goose them,” I tell my infant daughter as

dour alcoholic, and try her talents at acting.

we drive down a tree-shaded hill in upstate New

It

didn’t,

however,

go

well

for

great-

York towards my mentor’s home, a renovated

grandmother. She was forced to return to her

chicken coop. “You know, tie bells to their ankles

husband’s hellish retributions. Her story, a family

and invite them to spin in a rainbow of paint.”

theme, set hard with me as a new mother, in the

Even now, thirty plus years later, I cannot

way that cautionary tales do. It inspired me to

tolerate stuffiness in creative people. It is a trait

teach my daughter that she, like me, had the

that triggers my impatience.

right to select intelligent and creative and kind

This impatience is genetic. My paternal ancestral
tribe, the Burgesses, included accomplished
performers and proudly claims kinship to Gelett
Burgess, scholar, artist, humorist, and author of:

companions who would rejoice as much in her
sparkle as their own.
My daughter stretches in her sleeper. Hoping
to keep her calm, I continue the tale of my
mentor, longtime friend of my grandmother’s

I never saw a Purple Cow,
I never hope to see one;

kin.
“At eighty-three, Gilbert’s soul is still fueled by

But I can tell you, anyhow,

the delighted reactions of his patrons. But best,

I’d rather see than be one.

very best, he has a studio full of rainbows — bells

I ssue 15
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Sue Cleveland

too, because Puck blessed him on the day of his

the loss brought tears to Lewis’s eyes. Mine

birth with a mischief-loving soul.”

too, what with so many hormones raging and

My fourth-hand Mercedes Benz, more tank

the thought of Gilbert’s artwork turning to ash.

than car, bumps along a grassy lane past acres

But Gilbert’s blue eyes twinkled when he shared

of labyrinth Alice-in-Wonderland gardens on

his memories. “Sue, it was one of the places

steroids. A newly mown avenue is lined with

to party for the Rockland County set,” he said.

belly-high larkspur tickling up against wrist-wide

Not in a snobbish tone, but through a cloak of

stalks of sunflowers.

admiration at having had a creative tribe who

“Oh, look,” I point, wishing my daughter were

used the megaphone of success to examine

old enough to appreciate the life-size image

the human condition. I knew that Gilbert was

of the blue grotto Gilbert painted on gessoed

revering to his long-ago friends and neighbors:

paper. The painting stretches between poles

playwright Maxwell Anderson, writer John

dug deep in the earth, and like Gilbert’s gardens,

Steinbeck, artist Henry Varnum Poor, actors

the painting will decompose with the passing

Lotte Lenya, and my uncle Burgess Meredith, to

seasons. My daughter doesn’t look concerned

name a few. They moved to Rockland County

about it. I’m not either. Gilbert’s gardens and

because it offered acres of land and was just

paintings will decay, and he will paint new scenes

forty minutes to New York City galleries and

next spring and redesign his gardens, even

Broadway. The close proximity to the city

laying out new paths throughout the acreage.

made it easy for Gilbert to get to town; he had

Nothing is stagnant in Gilbert’s garden, except

designed costumes for the Ziegfeld Follies and

the cement life-size donkey he made. But even

the Metropolitan Opera, and also exhibited his

that gets a fresh coat of paint after the winter

textiles and paintings.

snows. I park under a towering oak, its leaves as
wide as a man’s palm.

■

as they walk from the shade of the front stoop

Setting the emergency brake, I shove open

toward me. Gilbert is wearing a brightly woven

the heavy door. “Hello!” I wave to Gilbert and

shirt he bought in Peru. Gentle and frail, Lewis,

his sweetheart of forty years, Lewis. They wave

always in chinos, steers Gilbert safely while

back from the front of the chicken coop they

Gilbert’s eyes adjust to the August sun. My heart

transformed into a home after their snail-shaped

bubbles, ginger-ale-happy, at the sight of them

house burned down ten years ago.

and the prospect of stories, lunch, and I hope,

I learned about the snail house on my last

26

Gilbert, who is going blind, steadies Lewis

Lewis’s homemade bread.

visit. I was a few weeks overdue and miserable.

Handing Gilbert the diaper bag and Lewis

Gilbert and Lewis poured me a glass of iced tea

my contribution to our meal — fresh peaches

and told me about the twenty room snail-house

and cream — I flip my long brown braids over

they’d built with cinder blocks. Talking about

my shoulders and hoist my daughter from her
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Lunch at the Chicken Coop

car seat. My daughter coos as I cradle her in

enthusiasm a magnet for smiles and the tinder

my arms for Gilbert and Lewis to gaze upon.

for creative ideas.

I am shameless in my adoration. “Isn’t she
perfect!”

I follow my friends, holding my daughter up for
her first look at the magic chicken coop. I slide

Gilbert tickles her chin. “Hello. Welcome

shut the shōji doors Lewis made from furring

to a wonderful world.” I make a silent wish for

strips, marveling at Gilbert’s printed images on

Gilbert’s touch to impart some of his optimism

the rice paper panels. The front hall opens onto

and passion for life on her. My second wish is

the viewing room, a room with no walls, just

for Gilbert to live long enough to tell her about

metal pillars at the four corners. The viewing

his challenges and triumphs: surviving being

room is seven-by-seven and two steps above the

mustard-gassed in WWI and, after the war,

rest of the one-story house. Sun shines through

dancing briefly with Isadora Duncan. “A career,”

the skylight, illuminating a painting of gladiolas.

he’d said, “that ended quickly because I was so

It is a painting that now hangs in my bedroom.

very collapsible.”

The colors are intoxicating reds, orange zest, and

I kiss Lewis on the cheek, avoiding his bristly
pomaded moustache. “I’m so glad they let
you out of the hospital,” I say. Lewis rubs my

splashes of deep Iris lavender. The first time I saw
it I gasped. “It’s exquisite.”
Gilbert inhaled my reaction.

daughter’s forehead with his thumb. My third

“The palette!” I say.

wish is for Lewis’s blessing to impart some of his

“Went brighter.”

loyalty and endurance upon her.

Gilbert leads me into the living room so I can

Lewis is the fulcrum to Gilbert’s effervescent
energy.

He

shines

quietly,

sincere

and

enthusiastic about every one of Gilbert’s exhibits.
When Gilbert was commissioned to design

comfort my whimpering infant. “I’ll give Lewis a
hand with the salad dressing in the kitchen,” he
says.
I stop him. “Gilbert, Lewis looks gray.”

yards of hand-blocked silks for the Maharajah

“He does. The hospital kept him in bed so long

of Kapurthala, it was Lewis who hammered the

he could barely walk. Worst thing to do,” Gilbert

handles into the backs of the woodblocks Gilbert

says, a smidgen of blue sadness evaporates into

designed and carved. Lewis always has a tool in

the room as he heads to the kitchen to take the

his hand. On my last visit, he showed me how

whisk from Lewis.

he had climbed on top of a long art table in

I pat my daughter’s back and settle onto the

the studio to build a six-foot frame for one of

couch draped with intricately woven shawls

Gilbert’s paintings. I wonder if Lewis would have

Gilbert and Lewis picked up on one of their

the stamina for that now.

trips to the Far East. The ceiling is covered with

Lewis holds Gilbert’s elbow and ushers him up

murals of playful parodies from Michelangelo’s

the stoop. Gilbert strides like an elfin prince, his

Apostolic Palace. Gilbert painted the scene on
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Sue Cleveland

affordable brown paper, which he and Lewis

my father’s mother, the daughter of the runaway

somehow tacked or glued to the ceiling. I tilt

want-to-be actress and her tyrant husband.

my head back trying to find evidence of staples.

Virginia taught me that actors and writers and

There are none. I call to the guys in the kitchen,

artists offer both a looking glass into the realities

“Something has been eating the paper.”

of our culture as well as the antidote of magic.

Gilbert calls back, “Chipmunks.”

“In other words,” she said, “the arts are a serious

Lewis mutters, “Mice.”

business, but that does not mean one should

Lewis is the pragmatist. Gilbert the dreamer.

approach it without the ability to laugh at one’s

I bundle my daughter in a cotton receiving

self.”

blanket and set her down, safe between silk
pillows. I hope the dreamer is right. But, what

“We visited Virginia several times in Bermuda,”
Lewis says.

does it matter? Life is both the cute chipmunk

I knew. I had seen photographs: Gilbert in

and the scurrying mouse. The author and the

a dashiki and woven skullcap holding up a

As she broke off the flowers, in the same moment the brothers were changed
into twelve ravens, and flew over the wood far away, and the house with
the garden also disappeared. So the poor maiden stood alone in the wild
wood, and as she was looking around her she saw an old woman standing by
her, who said, “My child, what hast thou done! Why couldst thou not leave
the twelve flowers standing? They were thy twelve brothers, who are now
changed to ravens forever.”

editor. The dancer and the choreographer.

champagne glass to my grandmother. A small

Gilbert and Lewis.

Christmas tree in the background. Now I see

I join the guys in the small galley kitchen.

what I didn’t back then: my father’s absence from

Gilbert is pouring iced tea, his finger inside the

his mother’s life. The reasons as to why not, well,

top of the glass, feeling for the liquid so he won’t

they are buried. But Virginia had me on spring

spill it. Lewis is resting on the dining room chair.

and summer breaks. And she had Gilbert and

I want to hug these two dear men, capture this

Lewis.

moment.
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Gilbert painted on their trips, and he had

“Sleeping?” Gilbert asks me.

recently gifted me two watercolors of Holy

“Hope so.”

Trinity Church in Bermuda. The church is where

“Virginia would have been proud to have a

my Texas sweetheart and I were married by a

great-granddaughter,” says Gilbert, referring to

Reverend wearing Bermuda shorts. It is also
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Lunch at the Chicken Coop

the church where I served as the only female

the twelve flowers, meaning to give one to

pallbearer at my grandmother’s funeral and

each as they sat at meat. But as she broke

my uncle wept when he delivered his sister’s

off the flowers, in the same moment the

eulogy.

brothers were changed into twelve ravens,

I pick up the tray of plated salads and iced tea,

and flew over the wood far away, and the

lead the way through the living room’s sliding

house with the garden also disappeared.

doors out to the gravel patio, and set the food

So the poor maiden stood alone in the

down. Off to the right are two bathtubs, long

wild wood, and as she was looking around

ago dug into the earth. They are side-by-side

her she saw an old woman standing by her,

pools for Gilbert and Lewis to relax in on hot

who said, “My child, what hast thou done!

summer days as they look over the spectacular

why couldst thou not leave the twelve

gardens. Behind the tubs is a long and high

flowers standing? They were thy twelve

wall with a door. I know the door leads into

brothers, who are now changed to ravens

the outdoor theater where productions were

forever.”

performed by neighbors and friends, many
wearing the costumes Gilbert had made. I can
almost hear the laughter, smell the makeup, and
I can certainly imagine the revelry.

“What a sad story,” I say.
Gilbert’s grin causes his eyebrows to lift, “Not
at all. The raven symbolizes wisdom. My ravens

Gilbert, now wearing a jaunty straw hat and

will fly in an eternal circle. I’ll display the piece

holding a book, sits down at the iron table

high enough to make the viewers raise their

opposite Lewis. We listen for my sleeping infant

heads.”

while we enjoy a late summer lunch of garden

I think back to being a child, to all the nights

fresh salad and Lewis’s homemade bread. I am

I’d raised my eyes to the night sky and hoped I’d

at home here.

find joy in the future.

“Sue, there’s an upcoming show at The Rockland

My daughter whimpers from the living room.

County Art Center. You should be a part of it,”

She quiets when I lift her, and we rejoin Gilbert

Gilbert tells me, explaining, “I’m making a three-

and Lewis under the shade of an oak. As I rub

dimensional circular piece based on the Grimm’s

my daughter’s back, Gilbert talks excitedly

tale, The Twelve Brothers.”

about the upcoming exhibit. Lewis perks up and

He opens the book and asks Lewis to read.

shares ideas for building the frame that will hold
Gilbert’s ravens. I wonder at the magic of Gilbert,

Now there was a little garden belonging

at the rainbows of paint he has danced in every

to the enchanted house, in which grew

day since he was mustard-gassed in WWI, and

twelve lilies; the maiden, thinking to

at what he embodies — boundless creativity, zest,

please her brothers, went out to gather

and an eternal wish for peace on earth. v
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PORTFOLIO

Deb McCarroll

has been painting and exhibiting nationally

for more than three decades. Her work is featured in numerous
private collections. ■ Trained in graphic design, McCarroll’s work
has deliberately oscillated between the figurative and the abstract,
enabling an exploration of the full vocabulary of imagery. McCarroll’s
work embodies an unwavering voice and boundless vigor, providing the
viewer with a window full of color, light, and potent symbolism.
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Phantom Light

There is no true color. Only light and form. Taking this principle, I explore form and
energy as it relates to an elusive, ever-changing light source. Robust color and slashes

of movement are used to translate themes of metaphorical freedom, introspection,
nature, and physics. Trained in graphic design, I like clean, polite architectural forms
juxtaposed with brash backgrounds. While my work can be figurative, its beating
heart is abstract. ■ I work in acrylics, rotating subject themes in a series. Scratches
and swaths of color are often overlaid with sheens of gloss and matte finish. In this
way the work is ever changing, depending on the light source. Shapes appear and
fade with direction and intensity of light. Metal leafs are often introduced to add
metaphorical weight. Treated with a mild acid, the thin metal decays and oxidizes,
leaving an organic, aged appearance. Juxtaposed with untreated, shimmering leaf,

Salty Tears, 2013. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Acrylic.

the result speaks to transformation and transcendence.
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The Waning Light, 2013. 24 x 36 inches (60.9 x 91.4 cm). Acrylic.

Dusk in the Red Valley, 2013. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Acrylic.
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Lush Blush, 2013. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Acrylic.

Interloper, 2013. 20 x 20 inches (50.8 x 50.8 cm). Acrylic.
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Surface Tension, 2013. 24 x 24 inches (60.9 x 60.9 cm). Acrylic.
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Blue Verve, 2013. 24 x 24 inches (60.9 x 60.9 cm). Acrylic.
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Bubble Up, 2014. 24 x 24 inches (60.9 x 60.9 cm). Acrylic.
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Insight, 2014. 24 x 24 inches (60.9 x 60.9 cm). Acrylic.
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Equilibrium, 2013. 24 x 24 inches (60.9 x 60.9 cm). Acrylic.

Bras Tacks, 2013. 36 x 36 inches (91.4 x 91.4 cm). Acrylic.
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Red Memory, 2013. 24 x 30 inches (60.9 x 76.2 cm). Acrylic.

Razor Burn, 2013. 40 x 40 inches (101.6 x 101.6 cm). Acrylic.
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FEATURE

M iracles
Jacqueline Guidry

I wait for an answer; as always, none comes. This statue offers no more
forgiveness than I offer myself. I’m engulfed in silence and no matter
the miles I’ve traveled, receive no reply. Haven’t I earned a response,
some measure of understanding from Mary, if not from God?

photography by Ralph Hassenpflug

A

fter reciting prayers and begging

seven cents I owe to any St. Anne in any church I

favors, I light the votive candle. The

happen across, or must I return to this particular

sign, obvious even in the feeble light

statue? Are saints happy to receive payment

of this side altar, says the cost is one dollar. Too

wherever convenient to the debtor, marking

late, I dump my purse on the pew and root in my

“paid in full” any time coins clink into those

wallet. Forty-three cents. Not enough to pay for

ubiquitous metal cans? Who can fully imagine

the wick, much less the wax. Now what? A check?

how a saint thinks? Even when they were in the

Payable to St. Anne? How could she endorse it?

middle of their human lives, they were lifted

I don’t think so. Maybe an I.O.U., with interest?

above everyone. Not that they didn’t sin. They

I squeeze the coins in my fist as if the pressure

were human, so how could it be otherwise? But

might force them to multiply. Though I ask for

their sins were obliterated by the power of their

loaves and fishes, I get nothing, only the same

goodness.

forty-three cents. I’ll pay the rest later. Promise.

Here is the question: how many good deeds

When I was a child, I hunted for miracles, ones

are needed to cancel a bad one? God doesn’t

meant only for me and ones the world shared.

use quid pro quo formulas, Jonathan would say.

An arithmetic test cancelled on the day I hadn’t

Wrong, I’d say. Someone who came up with

opened a book. My miracle. A potato mimicking

the Ten Commandments, etched in stone no

St. Francis of Assisi discovered in a grocery

less, is definitely rule oriented. It is all a matter

bin. The whole world’s a miracle. Any unusual,

of balance, and it is this balance I seek, the

unexpected event was fodder for my journal, but

miraculous counterweight.

I abandoned the fascination when I grew older

I walk up to the cross I’ve admired from the

and, naturally, that’s when the miracles stopped.

distance of the communion rail and pass two

Another dilemma presents itself as I walk to the

fingers across Jesus’ feet. No dust, unlike a lot of

main altar and admire the carved Jesus hanging

churches where thin films cover surfaces. Good for

on his cross, center stage. Can I pay the fifty-

this church, though I suspect credit belongs to the

The images featured in this article were taken by Ralph Hassenpflug in the churches of Brittany, France. His images are
published in Doorway to the Temple: Brittany, Personal Images of the Sacred (Shanti Arts Publishing, 2014).
See more of Hassenpflug’s work at www.ralphhassenpflug.com
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I’d

happily

donate

money,

though

my

pocketbook seldom bulges with more than it held
today, and if I have any artistic talent, I’ve kept
it hidden, even from myself. That leaves good
deeds as my only ticket, and while I can claim
some of those, they’re all shadowed by what God
will find if he examines my life without waiting for
an explanation. If my faith were stronger, I’d be
content with assuming God capable of meting
out blame justly, without guidance from sinners.
But I spent too many days with MayLynn to avoid
all manner of doubt.
I walk to the next side altar and find Mary
cradling her newborn. Blessed is the fruit of thy
womb, Jesus. As often as I’ve entered a church,
I’ve recited the Virgin’s prayer. She had no choice
but to love her boy at first quickening, and when
she caught sight of him in that Bethlehem stable,
she was surely smitten. Frightened, I suppose, at
the prospect of mothering the Lord’s son, but
good ladies of the Sacred Heart League, sisters to
the women who slid through the churches of my

At first, I think Mary’s a plaster mold, not a

childhood. I rest one hand on a carved foot. Veins

wooden carving, then recognize my mistake as

bulge, flesh dimples around the nails, trickles of

I draw closer. Obviously not the same sculptor.

blood seem viscous, toenails show lifelike color

Mary lacks the sharp definition of the cross.

variations. During my two years of wandering

The folds of her mantle lie stiffly across her

from church to church, I’ve come across several

shoulders. Her hands are too thick, each finger

with impressive art, though they’re in a definite

a slab of wood instead of flesh reincarnated.

minority. I wonder how much the church paid for

This piece isn’t guaranteeing anyone’s place in

this. Or was it a gift from the artist, a large deposit

heaven.

on a place in heaven? Every Catholic knows this

If MayLynn heard me say this, she’d answer

rule: heaven’s doors swing open with good deeds

with that peculiar hiccupping of hers, more

or generous donations — money or, in this artist’s

choking than laughter. “Still looking for the sure

case, statues. Buy an expensive enough key to

thing?” she’d ask. “Nothing’s a sure thing. No

heaven and God promises not to change the lock,

guarantees. Haven’t you learned yet?”

no matter your sins.
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“You could do worse than look for the sure

Miracles

thing,” I fire back, as if she were here or as if I

spit-up or drool. If she cried for me, surely a small

were there, wherever there might be.

miracle, I would rush to her, lift her from the crib,

MayLynn in a church. Now that’s a ridiculous
thought. Of all the places to expect my daughter,

and cup her in my arms, ready to be the mother
she needed.

a church isn’t one of them. MayLynn claims she’s

Maybe I should have held her more often,

an atheist, no matter the times I dragged her to

rocked her even if she didn’t demand attention

services, maybe because of the times I dragged

with the wails other babies use to announce their

her to services.

presence in the world. Yet would any of that have

She was a week shy of fifteen when I last saw

made a difference? In the end, she was who she

her, so perhaps by now, she’s found her way

was. Nothing I could’ve done would’ve changed

to agnosticism. I pray for this sometimes, her

her. That’s what I’ve repeated to myself countless

confusion over not knowing what to believe

times since she ran.

being easier to accept than her surety that there

Excuses. The sinner makes excuses.

is no God, no hope of redemption and salvation.

Did I hear right? Is the gentle Virgin accusing

No matter that two years have passed, I’m

me of shirking my responsibilities, of claiming

certain MayLynn has not found a God to comfort

an innocence I don’t deserve? Who are you to

her, and I don’t waste prayers on that petition.

make such accusations? Who couldn’t mother a

I sit in the pew closest to Mary’s statue and

God child, a baby shining pure holiness from the

look up at a face that doesn’t invite confidences.

day of his birth to his final breath? I’m not saying

Nearby, her son’s face is so worn with suffering

watching him martyred on the cross was painless,

that hardened sinners must be moved to confess

but I am saying loving such a child would’ve

and beg forgiveness. But this Mary moves no

been easy for anybody. Put yourself in my place,

one. Only one candle burns in the pyramid of

Mary, and don’t pretend you would’ve had the

many set before her. Her mother, St. Anne, had

resolve to do better.

six or seven. If I’d known how neglected I’d find

Jonathan left because of her, though he

the Virgin, I would’ve gladly saved my forty-three

objected loudly at that suggestion. At first, we

cents and I.O.U. for her.

quarreled only about her. Later, our argument

“Even saints resent being passed over.” My

repertoire expanded to include short-lived

pronouncement rings in the empty chamber, but

respites from our daughter, even while never

Mary remains inscrutable.

forgetting she was the one splitting us apart.

MayLynn was not a difficult baby. The opposite,

“She’s quiet. That’s all,” he liked to say.

really. Because she rarely cried, she was an easy

We’d taken her to a park and sat on a bench

child to ignore. Not that she was neglected. I’m

watching her in the sandbox. “She’s a thinker,”

not here to confess neglect. My daughter was

he said. “That’s what she is.” Surrounded by toys

always well fed, diapers checked and changed,

we’d carried from home and by other children on

adorable outfits replaced at the earliest sign of

their outings, she ignored those toys and those
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children in favor of the solitary track she traced

for this I do confess, I was glad and smiled. I

through sand with a single finger.

remember that smile, Mary. Just weeks later, a

“Look at her, Jonathan.”

fissure in his heart grew large enough to break

“What? She’s playing.” He squeezed my hand.

off the part that had loved me, leaving only a

“You worry too much.” Then, in his most jocular

jagged scar. No matter that we still shared a

voice, “Typical first-time mother.”

house, Jonathan was gone.

Still, I didn’t squeeze back. Later, I understood
that

being

so

insistent

about

MayLynn’s

shortcomings was my fatal mistake.
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He obsessed about the effects of divorce on
MayLynn. Looking back on those weeks before
he moved into an apartment, that’s the only

He pulled his hand away and went to her, tried

topic I remember, though I know there were

to interest her in a plastic shovel and pail. She

others. After all, I ended up with a house, stocks

ignored him as easily as she ignored me, and

and bonds, a hefty amount of cash, child support,
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and maintenance. All of that had to come from

us sound like a real estate firm instead of a family.

promises I extracted before agreeing to let him

“We’ll all be okay. Right, May?” He went to his

go. But I remember nothing of our conversations
except for the ones centered around MayLynn.

knees and pulled her against his chest.
His eyes teared, and he reached for me with

“We’ll tell her together,” Jonathan said. “Make

one arm. I ignored this plea and remained on the

sure she knows this doesn’t mean we love her

sofa, refusing to be part of a family hug when

any less.” He sipped cappuccino and watched

soon there’d be no family.

shoppers stroll past the bistro window as we sat
in a booth, across from each other, mimicking the
coupling position we’d once assumed so easily.

At this, Jonathan tightened both arms around
MayLynn.
From my sofa vantage, I watched her eyes,

“Yes,” I murmured, staring out the same window.

intent on the fireplace. Was she wondering

Venomous words? Not any more. Nothing of

whether we’d light another fire before summer

those were left between us, at least not that we

took hold? Wishing her father would stop

dragged out in the open for passing strangers

crushing her? At that moment, as at so many

to witness.

other moments, she was an unknowable child.

“We must promise never to say negative things

I squint at Mary who looks back, unmoved, but

about each other in front of her.” He looked

I understand the unvoiced lament. You say I was

away from the window and at me.

too hard on MayLynn, only a child, only a child

“Never,” I said, wondering what awful things he

still. Youth doesn’t excuse everything, and I’m

thought I was saving to reveal to our daughter

certain MayLynn, always clever, understood the

and what things he was saving himself.

gravity of her father’s words, yet shed no tears.

“I don’t want this to warp her.” He motioned

And of Jonathan? You say I didn’t forgive him,

the waitress for a fresh cup. “You believe that,

still don’t forgive him. Your son died to assure

don’t you?”

every person’s right to forgiveness. I say your son

Later that week, at home, MayLynn stood

is a God, able to forgive sins beyond imagining.

before him, the cuffs of her orange corduroy

I am no God. I forgive what I can. Nothing more

overalls rolled so she didn’t trip. I’d insisted on

can be expected.

a morning sweater, but she’d quickly discarded
that.

Momentous occasions should be marked by
flashes of the extraordinary. There were none

Jonathan, perched on the edge of a living room

on the day of our divorce. An October sun

stool, was more eloquent than any four-year-old

blanketed the chill in the air. The sky shone milky

needed. He’d always found comfort in words,

blue without a hint of cloud. MayLynn wore the

and I didn’t deny him that solace now. “You’ll

orange corduroy overalls she’d nearly outgrown,

be okay,” he said at the end of his monologue

the cuffs folded over in spring now barely

about change and happiness and Mom’s house

reaching the tops of her shoes, and carried a

and Dad’s house and MayLynn’s houses, making

peanut butter and strawberry jam sandwich in
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her Snoopy lunchbox for preschool. One day I

six months after the card arrived, I waited for

was married, the next day not.

another, flipping frantically through bills, looking

Jonathan insisted on stopping by at 6:30, the

for word. I shook out each glossy flyer, afraid

time he usually appeared after work and before

MayLynn’s second message had fallen between

going to his apartment. “So she won’t be upset,”

pages of bargains. Nothing. For some time now,

he said.

I haven’t bothered and often let mail accumulate

MayLynn didn’t care when she saw him, and I
told him that.

ended, and had been missing four days before

with Joseph when you told him you were a

we suspected. I thought she was with Jonathan.

pregnant virgin? That God fathered your child?

He thought the opposite. Any objective outsider

Did he look at you as if you’d lost your wits

would say we were equally at fault, but I know

as Jonathan looked at me? No offense, but

he blamed me. I was the custodial parent, not

Joseph was entitled to his disbelief, your story

him.

a challenge for any fiancé. My own wasn’t nearly

One of the cops said kids typically run in the

as bizarre. Did Jonathan think I was pleased to

summer when days are long and warm and

have birthed such a cold child? Ask your son,

schedules flexible. The detective we hired said

who knows everything, what Jonathan thought.

the same. Who knew? Had MayLynn consulted

Jesus resents trivial questions. Is that what

other runaways? Looked it up on the internet?

you say, Mary? “Thanks for nothing,” I say too

She spent enough time locked in her room on

loudly, forgetting the echo chamber effects of

that computer to be an expert on everything,

this church.

including running away.

I think about returning to my car, traveling until

I still can’t explain why I was appointed

I’m home again. But I’m unable to move, as if

custodial parent after the divorce. Not that

strapped to the pew. “Don’t want me to leave,

Jonathan neglected his duties. The check was

Mary?” Despite my teasing tone, I search the

never late. Unlike me, he’s compulsive about

statue for any curve of meaning missed earlier.

bill paying. Even after he remarried and had two

Her face remains as blank as ever.

perfect sons, the checks were on time. He never

To this day, close to two years after the one

missed his two weekends a month with MayLynn,

card postmarked Indianapolis, Jonathan insists

the three weeks of summer vacation, the

on defending her. “She’s confused,” he says.

alternate holidays. Jonathan was one hundred

“That’s all.” He makes her disappearance sound

percent faithful to the promises he made in the

like a social miscue, showing up for a dinner

divorce decree, if not in his first marriage vow.

party a day early, a gaffe easily remedied.

His reward? Total absence of guilt. A judge told

handbags, it’s the first item I grab. For nearly

■

She left in June, a few weeks after school

Tell me, Mary, did you have the same trouble

The postcard is always with me. When I switch
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him what to do to be a good father, and he did it.
Anything that went wrong wasn’t his fault.

Miracles

Where, I ask you, Mary, was the clear
delineation of my duties? Where was the decree
setting forth my obligations? All I got was a title,
custodial parent, and what does that tell anyone?
Where was the easy checklist to mark off things
when completed? I had none, and so now, when
Jonathan calls to ask whether I’ve heard anything,
I can’t rebut the accusations swimming under
his every word; I can’t reel off a list of my courtordered directives and dare him to find a single
one I failed. I am the custodial parent, and since
MayLynn left, I have custody of no one.
With Jonathan gone, my burden grew heavier.
His constant insistence that MayLynn was fine
had provided more relief than I realized. Still, I
held fast, satisfied all reasonable expectations.
No one can say otherwise. I picked her up from
school, after piano practice, from Brownies,
which I insisted she join in first grade and which
she gladly dropped, with Jonathan’s support, in
second. I served balanced meals, made sure she

but always with a hesitation letting me know I

wore her seat belt and was in bed at a decent

was hearing a censored version of events, one

hour. Yet with all of that, I knew I was failing

that carefully excised the most critical, salient

her, couldn’t escape her accusing eye or the

parts. I questioned and questioned, trying to

irredeemable center of our relationship: She was

pry out what really mattered, but MayLynn was

not the child I’d expected, as disappointing to

firm, even as a young child, never loosening a

me as I must’ve been to her.

single brick in the wall between us. She seemed

I studied other mothers and their daughters,

to understand me better than I did her, to know

envied them holding hands unabashedly when

exactly what information to withhold to make me

the girls were in primary. I eavesdropped on

squirm with resentment and impatience.

their conversations, waiting for the long silences

I think of one particular afternoon. She was ten

that marked much of the time between me and

and we were playing chess. Jonathan had taught

MayLynn, but those never came. At home, I tried

her the game and this was something she took

to implement what I thought I’d learned. I asked

to and actually enjoyed, occasionally asking me

about school, a coming recital, even about her

to play with her between visits to his house. I’d

weekends with Jonathan. She answered politely,

used a pawn tactic she’d never encountered, and
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she was fixed on the board, looking for her move.

though some days I wondered whether Jonathan

I tapped a bishop to give her a clue.

was as faithful to his own word.

She ignored me just as she’d ignored my

She fitted the folded board across the chess

suggestion that she join the school chess club.

pieces, closed the case, returned it to its shelf

MayLynn wasn’t a joiner, preferring her own

in the living room, then walked with a measured

company to the razzle-dazzle of any group.

gait to her bedroom where she shut the door.

I tapped the piece again.

The latch caught loudly, not because she used

This time, she grabbed a pawn and moved it so

undue force, but rather because the rest of the

arbitrarily, I knew she had no plan, was annoyed
with me, with the game.
“Ease up, MayLynn,” I said.
She looked up at me, her face flat.
“That move won’t get you anywhere.” I
returned her pawn to its original position and

statue after awhile.
For a second, Mary seems to glare agreement.
“Your husband doesn’t have a statue, so you
should be grateful for yours.”
Impassive eyes ignore this chiding.

said with an upbeat voice, as if getting trapped

I glance at the back of the church, making sure
no one is around to overhear me arguing with

MayLynn stood, looking at the board, not

a statue. Though I’m about seventy miles from

me. “I have homework to finish.” She was in fifth

home and unlikely to encounter anyone familiar, I

now, and the excuse she’d used for years finally

don’t relish appearing the fool even to a stranger.

carried some legitimacy.

I turn back to Mary. Had this Vic Messina, the

“What about our game?”

so-called artist who inscribed a bold signature on

“I’ll put it away,” she said as if that answered

the statue’s base, done a better job, he would’ve

the question. She opened the chess box and

enjoyed the Virgin’s blessings his whole life. Now

began returning each piece to its assigned slot.

all he has for his efforts are a disgruntled Mary in

“We were in the middle of a game.”
Another piece into another slot, another into
another.

heaven and a hollow statue on earth.
If I were to commission a statue of MayLynn,
Messina would be the guy for the job. Anyone

“Just let me know when you’re ready to learn

able to create such a vacuous mother of Jesus

a sure win set of moves. Bam, bam, bam.” With

would have no difficulty capturing my daughter,

each bam, I knocked a fist against the board,

as alien to me as God’s son must’ve been to

jiggling the remaining pieces.

you, at least at first. What did you, a Nazarene

“Dad says there’s never a sure thing in chess.”

■

“The artist didn’t do you justice,” I say to the

moved her bishop instead. “Now I’m trapped,” I
was precisely what I wanted.
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house was so immensely silent.

maiden unschooled in the ways of the world,

I stopped myself from saying her father wasn’t

know of bearing a God? You, of all people,

the infallible expert in chess or anything else,

should understand my terror, replayed day after

recalling the bistro promise I felt bound to obey,

miserable day. I couldn’t love the daughter I’d
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been given and if a mother can’t love her own

I wait for an answer; as always, none comes.

child, what hope is there for that child? For that

This statue offers no more forgiveness than I

mother?

offer myself. I’m engulfed in silence and no

I drop to the narrow kneeler inside my pew and

matter the miles I’ve traveled, receive no reply.

offer a silent Hail Mary, then my special plea, the

Haven’t I earned a response, some measure of

one I’ve recited in church after church as I follow

understanding from Mary, if not from God? I

an ever-widening concentric circle, my house

knock a fist against the pew railing. Knock, knock

the middle of this pattern I’m loathe to abandon.

again and again and with each rap of my knuckles

Intercede with your son, I say once again. Beg him

against wood, I sense a greater meaning trying

not to damn me to hell. Remember this was not

to unfold. I push closer to Mary, the pew railing

all my fault. If I’d been given a different child, I

cutting my waist, as I strain to understand what

would’ve loved her as much as you loved your son.

the silent Virgin is telling me. A faint scent of
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incense distracts me with reminders of services

On that day, when I forgive myself for refusing to

in other churches. But her message cannot be

love my daughter as every child has a right to be

avoided: God will not forgive me unless I forgive

loved, I will also forgive Jonathan for abandoning

myself for each time I turned away from my

me to MayLynn, and I will forgive MayLynn for

daughter, left her in the crib, or later, left her

running off, robbing me of any opportunity to

many other places.

cobble our lives together. She knew me so well.

I shake my head in protest of what I now know

Didn’t she understand that one day I might’ve

is coming. Forgiveness cannot be mine until I

grown to appreciate the child I was given instead

admit sorrow for the sin I committed against

of mourning the absence of the child I’d desired?

my only child, Mary says, and I nod reluctant

Maybe on that day, MayLynn will forgive me as

agreement. I bow my head again and this time

well, the air brilliant with so much forgiveness,

pray not for forgiveness but for remorse. In a

and end my solitary pilgrimage from church to

miraculous instant, I am flooded with a physical

church.

sensation akin to an empty stomach forced to

Mary seems to blink approval, though I know I

gorge on bitter bread. My throat thickens with

only imagine that. The statue isn’t any more alive

unsurrendered tears. I am contrite now when

than the picture of MayLynn in my wallet, a rare

contrition has no value for Jonathan or, more

smile sweetening her features on the first day of

importantly, for MayLynn. I tug at a loose button

kindergarten.

on my sleeve and this diversion lets me swallow

Where is my daughter on this day? Until the

with less pain. A final tug and the button

postcard, my only association with Indianapolis

detaches into my hand, that falling away oddly

was the Indy 500, cars racing round and round,

soothing.

never arriving any place beyond that track. Is

I get to my feet to leave, stuff my hands into

MayLynn still there, herself going round and

the pockets of my jacket. My fingers draw back in

round, unable to stop? Or has she fully escaped,

surprise when they feel the silver. Four quarters.

following a pattern of her own making and gone

Enough to pay St. Anne plus interest. Or enough

to a place I cannot imagine?

to light a candle for Mary. The choice is easy. I

I walk to the back of the church and dip my

light one next to the single candle already

fingers in the holy water font but don’t bother

burning. Together, they burn brighter and render

crossing myself. Outside, the sun is blinding after

the unlit candles around them less deserted.

the dimness of the church, and I pass my cooled,

When I close my eyes, the flames flicker through
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wet fingers across one brow, then the other.

my shut lids. Since I am a woman who believes

In my car, I reach into the back seat and grab

in signs, I take these candles, glowing past my

a torn envelope from last month’s gas bill. With

closed eyes, as one. A sign of what? I’m not sure.

the stub of a pencil from the glove compartment,

Hope? That’s the meaning I finally assign. Hope

I scribble brief descriptions of this day: Mary’s

that one day forgiveness will follow contrition.

tacit message and those four quarters, solid
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and undeniable. The pain of remorse, the hope

cents. As I think about it, the rule must be to pay

of forgiveness. Afterwards, I slowly circle to the

the statue whose candle you lit, not a replica in

parking lot exit.

a different church. Back on her altar, does Mary

This is the twenty-third church I’ve visited since

twitch a stiff finger in agreement? This image,

MayLynn left, but it’s the first I have any desire to

yet another miracle if it has happened, pleases

revisit. I pay careful attention to street names and

me, and I am certain now that I will return; for no

landmarks. You can’t abandon a church offering

matter what MayLynn might say, Virgin, I am a

miracles. There’s also the matter of the fifty-seven

woman who recognizes her obligations. v
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The Journey
Megan Steusloff

Stay the course. Take the risk. Dream big. Make something real and true,
something others will appreciate. Do not focus on the destination but stay
strong and vivacious, soaking up the adventure and enjoying the ride. Feel
deeply, observe closely, recognize ethereal beauty, and soar on sensation.
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believe that the deepest and most passionate desire of any artist is to touch

emotion and truthfully portray it in a way that connects time and people. A
work of art, performance, or piece of literature may originate from a selfish

place: a need to create and define and forget and escape and release and breathe

and hate and love and cry and yearn. But when a piece of art is complete, when
the artist has put everything they have into it and taken everything they need from
it, the journey begins. It is given, seen, and interpreted, and becomes something
new for each person. The energy and being of a work, if it has accomplished what
it was meant to do, grant the artist validation and offers to the world something
to hold on to and remember.
I believe that endless fear and enormous demands are felt by all artists. Art
exposes the soul, leaving the artist vulnerable to judgment, isolation, and ridicule.
Suddenly, an artist is labeled, marked, and trapped within a certain image that they
have created forever. This can be magical, and it can be painful. It can give eternal
life to that emotion the artist was able to capture, and at the same time become
the moment that can never be vanquished. It is Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn,
Judy Garland’s Dorothy, and Leonardo Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. Georgia O’Keeffe
said, “To create one’s own world in any of the arts takes courage.”
I also believe that the creator has to follow their heart and passion, give all they
have, overcome anxiety, recognize the potential of an inspiration, and imagine
the big picture. Art is larger than the artist. Art leaves one to belong to all. The
process can and should be incredibly rewarding, no matter the outcome. Art
provides a vehicle in which life, if only for a moment, is seized and understood.
Nikki Giovanni wrote, “Who I really am keeps surprising me.” Through art, an
artist is able to find themselves, express themselves, and leave their mark on the
world. All of nature fights for the continuation of life, while all of art fights for the
continuation of emotion and ideas, a chance to live forever.
And so, a message for all artists: Stay the course. Take the risk. Dream big. Make
something real and true, something others will appreciate. Do not focus on the
destination but stay strong and vivacious, soaking up the adventure and enjoying
the ride. Feel deeply, observe closely, recognize ethereal beauty, and soar on
sensation. Plant seeds that you may never live to see blossom in the hope that
your impression, your vision, your desire, your energy, and your spirit will linger.
Art conquers all. And so, in the words of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, “Let us,
then, be up and doing, with the heart for any fate.”
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PORTFOLIO

Christopher Woods is

a Texas native who

writes poetry, plays, fiction, and non-fiction. He is the

author of the novel Dream Patch , a collection of prose poems

and brief fictions titled Under a Riverbed Sky, and Heart Speak ,

stage monologues for actors and actresses. Woods’ work
has appeared in over four hundred periodicals and journals

The Southern Review, New England Review/Bread Loaf
Quarterly, New Orleans Review, Columbia , and Glimmer Train .
including

He received the Betty Green Fiction Award from the Center
for Texas Studies, a fiction grant from the Mary Roberts
Rinehart Foundation, and residencies from the Ucross
Foundation in Wyoming and the Edward Albee Foundation in
New York. ■ Woods began taking photographs a few years
Photo by Linda Woods

ago while recovering from cancer. His wife, Linda, an equine
photographer, gave him one of her cameras. Although
he had always thought that writing was vice enough, he
began taking photographs. Soon he also began combining
images with texts, creating hybrid forms. ■ Woods teaches
creative writing classes for adults and he frequently uses
photographs as visual prompts for his assignments. ■ Woods
lives in Houston and Chappell Hill, Texas, with his wife, Linda,
and their Great Pyrenees therapy dog, Teddy.
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The Empty Town, 2007.

There are spirits all around us. On lonely country roads, in the woods, and in memory. I have a
distinct feeling that spirits are also drawn to our dwelling places. ■ I did not always think this
way. I was not an unbeliever, but I simply had not thought about it until I began photographing
old abandoned houses and buildings in rural areas. Decrepit, lonely places. I was drawn to
them — broken windows, sagging roofs, overgrown yards and fields. No one lived in these
places. No one was there. ■ Or so I thought. The more I was around old houses and buildings,
the more I felt a presence. There is a primal need for place, and after spending time around old
houses, sheds, barns, and railroad buildings, I came to realize that even spirits are hard pressed
to give way, to go without place. What is left if we give up our only place? ■ I don’t know if you
will see spirits in these photographs. I don’t know if I can. But I can tell you one thing. I feel them.
There is an energy and lasting human desire in these places. Still. ■ Look around you, under your
own roof. What would you do if you couldn’t be there any longer? You might linger too.
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Black Window, 2013.

Window, Giddings, 2013.
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Seating for Five, 2007.
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Window, Yellow House, 2007.

Blue Roof, 2013.
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Brenham Window, 2013.
[overleaf] Ghost Hour, 2011.
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Building, Main Street, 2014.
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House of Old Stories, 2007.
[overleaf] Old Highway House, 2010.
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No One Left to Look Out, 2008.

Hey, That’s No Way to Say Goodbye, 2013.
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On a Country Road, 2014.
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FEATURE

The A rchitecture
of

Hope

Matthew Hummer

Vincent Van Gogh, Sunflowers, 1889.

The sunflower she loves is the furry-faced Van Gogh. I bought a dwarf heirloom online and planted
it around the house. They sprang slowly and leafed out—full little plants. They produced slowburning stars. They developed from tight circles with fringed yellow areola. They opened and
glimmered iridescent between seeds. Young seed unready for earth. They hide behind a cover
of petals that shag from edge to middle until their unfolding dazzles the mind and draws the bee.

I. T he P lastic W oman
The blond in high heels sees me walking. She is awkward on heels as she stands at the rear of her open
hatch. My shorts and t-shirt are splattered with strings and smudges of burgundy from the Lime Street
hallway. A brown-bag cheesesteak swings from my hand.
She adjusts the cardboard box in her hatch but turns again as I get near. A trash truck rumbles and
makes a car alarm sound. The drift of stale trash, an unwashed hopper, the rubber burn of brakes clouds
the street. She looks at me and says, ”Man, that trash truck really smells.”
”Yes, it does.”
The competing scents of refuse and perfume are the age we inhabit. We watch the trash truck rumble
by and wish it were not there. We spray cleavage and hair to attract the bee but get the fly.
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II. T he O ffspring of O ur H ope
We accumulate being in memory and bone. It sticks to us like paint on a drop cloth. Even though our
cells die and regrow, something holds us together, like gravity and motion hold stars in place. Or are
they spinning out of control to the end of time? A boundary space can’t feel groping in the dark. It
bangs its knee on the dresser.
We are trapped in false dichotomies. Kierkegaard opposes the love of poet and divine. He calls
Christian love — that which does not focus on one, that which does not know passion — the higher love.
But marriage is the oldest sacrament. It predates the Christian church and the Jewish people. It goes
back before the gods.
It is the freest sacrament, practiced in ignorance. The contracting couple vow in their hearts the fidelity
of life. They reproduce the most tangible evidence animals can make against the fear of annihilation:
offspring. Hope and love undergird the striving of all creatures who mate. Hope holds us together in
the dark night, in the face of extinction.

III. A nimal D reams
We are a violent species, haunted by animal dreams. Not the dreams of a dog sleeping on the carpet,
but muffled howls sounding the hunt. These are the nightmare of prey. Glittering eyes in the dark
understory; the silent footfalls of the padding panther. The quickened breath of the puma perched on
a boulder, blending in. The swoosh from behind.
Born as prey, we turned predator. Weak climbers, we learned to walk. We peaked with prairie dog
head to see the meadow. We chirped and watched. Then we learned the taste of blood.
We’re a creature gone wrong: killer and killed. Our teeth tear and cut; crush hollow bone and nut. Our
teeth are the record of our past — made for meat and fruit. Our hands have been trained for war and for
farm, for gun and for trowel, for brush and guitar.

IV. T he O ne D irection C oncert
My wife, daughter, daughter’s friend, and I spent three hours on the highway surrounded by cars full of
One Direction fans — a drive from Lancaster that usually takes one-and-a-half hours. We eventually got
to the stadium complex and found a place to drop off Zelie and friend. The young man at the sports bar
where we later ate — a half mile from the football stadium — does not know who One Direction is but
says, ”We’ve had big acts here before, but it’s never been like this. It’s a zoo.”
A zoo of adolescent girls and mothers screaming a high-pitched squeal in unison. Followed by the
quiet strum of a chord that elicits another pulsing yell. In the gully between song and scream, the boys
speak playful words. Female voices swell to a cresting wave too heavy to hold. It collapses on itself.
These English boys (and one Irish) are the Elvises of this day. But Elvis is dead and buried. Candles
commemorate him outside the gates of Graceland. Paint on black velvet his tribute.
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V. A voiding the O ne D irection C oncert
Roz and I go to the Philadelphia Museum of Art on a pay-what-you-want evening after dropping off the
girls. Our digital directions say to get back on the highway, but we decide to cut through the city. The
stop-and-go of traffic lights and the rev to beat the other cars feel more real than the cruise-control speed
of bypass.
Cars line the middle of Broad Street. City Hall, with its William Penn finial, seems small from far away, but
always in view. When we get there, we drive around its base in a traffic circle to rival Rome for chaos. City
Hall looms like a Gothic cathedral with yellow-lit office windows.
We miss the turn for the museum, trying to follow the small print attraction signs on the street corners.
We turn into a neighborhood to turn around and ask a man crossing the street how to get to the museum.
He says, ”Turn right right here and go about three lights.” It turns out to be about five or six lights.

VI. T he M useum
Van Gogh fights through paint. Not driven by concept but survival. His flat-faced yellow boy is ugly.
Giacometti lays bare the elongated bones of the face. Blackboards with classroom notes removed from
a school and hung on these walls are like the wild notes written in the ecstasy of a young teacher’s
discovery.
Rozalin dislikes contemporary art because anyone can do it — if you have a concept. That’s why I am
excited. Self-taught Van Gogh and Toulouse-Lautrec’s dog, a wispy little poodle painted on cardboard
without gesso or primer, give hope to the amateur. My students will sometimes ask to take pictures of
their doodling or my notes on the chalkboard with cell phones. I usually say yes. They like to take notes by
snapping cellphone shots. They like to send their chalk art across the universe.
A black head is in the shadow of the Toulouse-Lautrec painting of the dancing girl with the hatted men
milling, watching the ruffling of her legs. After the girl, vibrant with the kick of the music, the eye flows to
the left rear into the gray shadow where the death head smokes.
Corot, Pissarro, Turner, Blake, Constable, Klimt, Matisse and others transmit life within the frame. The
painting is not static: participle, not gerund. It is always working against the death of being. It imparts to
the eye something it sees. Rozalin can see the Japanese bridge in the red Manet. ”See it?” she points. ”It’s
right there.” All I see is the explosion of color that predicates the abstract.
The poster print in the store is dead. A reminiscence of what we saw. Not the experience. Experience is
in the frame: texture, contrast, movement, the unexpected death’s head whispering to the dancing throng
”memento mori.”
It is a small sampling of what the world has made to last a century or more on cardboard and linen. It
is sacramental. We leave the museum light-headed from the fast; we skipped dinner to get here early
enough to see as much as we could.
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VII. C oncept A rt
I make art without training. The tree I loved died. I take it from its brown, unglazed pot and knock the dirt
from its roots. Spray varnish preserves the yellow tone of wilted bark. It stands on its own in the cardboard
shoebox to dry.
I sketch my idea for the rest of it. Thin copper wires tether the tree to a wooden box frame. The wires
noose the trunk in three spots. They splay in different directions and create six arms nailed to wood. The
way that wire constricts the growth of limb. Binds it and tells the branches where to grow. I call it Dead
Bonsai #1.

VIII. I kon
Rozalin sits at the base of the Mike Schmidt statue. We wait for the music and fireworks to blow over and
the mob to deboard the stadium. Red lights say ”Third Base Gate” and the green neon ”Citizen’s Bank
Park” sign glows above her. The stone base is smooth. The wind flicks her hair across her mouth. She
moves it away poorly; some strands still stick to the corner of her mouth and the wind sprays it all back
again. Her eyes watch the sky distracted. She scans the adolescent faces for her daughter.
She told me at dinner that she could have had an art career if she had stayed at the University of the Arts
on Broad. But it was too expensive and we wouldn’t have stayed together. This absence in her face is like
the skull I see in the Toulouse-Lautrec painting: all beauty is touched with impermanence. The darkness
behind what-could-have-been. But it is not the lack that drives out beauty. It is the smear of yellow paint
on a face that drives out beauty.

IX. R eliquary
An artifact can be an object or thought. A memory can calcify. It hardens into what we hold. But life must
be lived. The body is not the wooden bust of St. Benedict in the medieval room with painted eyes. Crystal
encases nothing: bone chip removed. All we have is structure; the architecture of hope.
The memory of what we were remains when cells we used to be exhaust their small lives. Genetic code
contains a trace of consciousness. The mental picture of my wife sitting by the crinkled bronze leg of the
slugger is as real as the picture of the flat yellow cheek and the idea of the suspended tree. They transmit
life to seer.
Even the colonial tools and furniture behind the ropes and glass in the American wing echo. Most of
the sound stays within glass walls. The mouth of the sports coat-wearing student tells us too much about
the paintings and the stained glass. He likes to hear himself speak and we are too nice to tell him what
we think.
Rozalin, a craft artist, sees in the old armchair the swoop and curve of a back, an arm that settled in the
swirl. She sees what I ignore. These carved objects tighten my lungs. They tell her skill demarcates. But
these paintings of Baroque shadow and light rob my idea. The clutter of silver, pewter, carved wood, and
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plush clatters like a truck down the street. They are like a shark fetus in formaldehyde on a beach town
trinket shelf. Grotesque in disuse as the head of Benedict, the chalk board ripped from concrete block,
or the tattoo that makes skin canvas. We find meaning in the mosquito bite of the needle. The hornet
thump of ink.
My friend Matt Lawrence does tattoos. He’d draw a sacred heart on my back and write it in French if
I asked: Sacre Coeur. The light-stoned cathedral that rises like mist on the hill. But I swat the mosquito
and gnat; I spray the hornet nest with a can of foam. I see ink on a woman’s ankle and think it is dirt.

X. W rong T urns L ead to R ight P aths
Love is human survival. Despite Kierkegaard’s scorn for poet’s love, it is the love we all seem to fall for.
Love is the bright yellow paint and the picture of a woman sitting amidst the swarm at a concert. The
quiet eyes and slow play of fingers in hair.
The philosopher stays in the street grid of mind. He follows the map. The electric voice says turn,
yield, or merge. He finds the right place without wrong turns.
We drive with hand-written notes. I try to follow the onboard compass to aim across town. Rozalin
tells me I need to turn right, Philadelphia is not a grid. The streets go this way and that she says as her
arms crisscross in front of her. I ignore her until the yuppie part of town, where we feel safe, turns dark.
The buildings loom against the sidewalk with unlit windows. Without the risk of the wrong direction, we
wouldn’t know the quick turn from sidewalk cafe to flickering streetlight. Love is a risk that leads to death.
We are looking for a place to eat. Rozalin says turn left. The street looks promising for a tight budget.
We turn right into a neighborhood. It is narrow and the rails of a defunct trolley run down the middle. All
the streets are one way. We get locked in each direction for two blocks more than we want. We make a
left and squeeze through parked cars and trucks. She says, ”I see the stadium.”
It is a few miles to the right down a wide street that runs parallel to Broad. We take it and stop at the
hotel sports bar. Anthony, the waiter, tells us not to order the cheesesteak. He tells us about his favorite
place for cheesesteak. It’s at the corner of 23rd and Passyunk. I remember the name and Rozalin the
number. We fit that way. He gets a good tip even though they put the dressing on Rozalin’s salad and
not on the side.
Walking on the sidewalk in front of the hotel after eating, Anthony runs up from behind and yells. He
waves a paper menu he had in his car: Philip’s. He said it is the best in the city. Anthony is the one who
talked to us about the concert. Next time we’ll try Philip’s. Our faith meets Anthony’s good deed in the
hotel parking lot.

XI. S kinny F ingers
We are children of the new millennium. We are from the old and wondering why we’re not all dead.
Distracted to an uneasy peace. A jittery knowledge bubbles in our blood. The foot taps nervously under
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the cafe table. We live with powers we cannot comprehend in our car and pocket. We are the entertained
apex of evolution. A primal species who learned to use sticks to kill. The demon walks the sidewalk at midday.
Lou Reed’s voice is in my head. The radio plays the digital memory of fingers working strings. Pickups
interpret and radio waves broadcast. We’re still catching up to technology we left behind.
Lou Reed is in my car. His fingers work steel string with addict attention to a blue vein. His binary voice
seems smooth. My brain forgets it can hear the computer and lets the music pixilate.
We pretend it is nothing that our voice continues after we are dead. I can set Lou Reed on repeat and
type to his mantra. We drive the circle to work and back. We drive routes ninety five and seventy six to
the concert and back. We are caught in the binary loop of zero and one. We disbelieve that it will end. We
think thought, picture, word are us.
Horace was right to say that his poem would last as long as the sacred rites of Rome. He tied immortality
to collective memory.

XII. S ynonyms of A rtifact
Relic: The title to the first Pink Floyd album I bought. I sang ”Bike” on the miniature golf course. This is
when I liked an electric haired girl. We ran across greens and fairways at twilight.
Memento Mori: A Latin phrase they say when you close your eyes in the darkened room. (Am I breaking
a vow?) Remember your death. The brotherhood is there to take care of the children and wife you leave
behind. Life insurance sobers a young mind. 		
Fragment: Something broken, like the Benedict reliquary at the museum. White and blue painted eyes
see us looking at the worm-rotted wood. The vial set in his chest where the bone or hair would have gone
is dark and hollow.
Monument: exegi monumentum aere perennius regalique situ pyramidum altius (I have made a
monument more lasting than bronze and taller (deeper?) than the royal seat of the pyramid.) Or something
like that.
Scrap: The title to Catullus’s lyric poems. Nugas, little nuggets. Or the scrap of paper with a verse by the
poet that Augustus did not like — in the soldier’s backpack buried for two thousand years under Egyptian
sand.
Concept: The root of modern art. The fine drawing automaton recedes into well-mixed brown tones.
Olive and pink-white skin that does not grow on any living face. It makes the well-trained hand a curiosity.
An unknown appendage that can make the saint’s wooden eye come alive. Thing in the world looking for
its place. Matter made up of the stuff between atoms. Tinker toy sticks make molecules stick. The model
dangles from a drop ceiling.

XIII, T he P ulse
We want to hold things still. To keep static; to isolate experience. To write, draw, photograph, transmit.
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Even the Department of Education wants fragments of evidence of teaching: physical ”artifacts” that
prove something happened in the classroom. But the buzzing circuitry of the growing mind blooms
without petals. The quiet of listening eyes and the retreat into thought are artifacts of the abstract plane.
The binder filled with student work is a parchment desiccated in desert sand.
The mind is the repository of moving images. There was no creature on earth to coordinate the
picture of stars or the sound of night crickets and cicadas before the human mind. The mind composed
symphony and spectacle from the rhythm of animal throat and the splattering of stars. It then grew a
system of words.
Consciousness is something connected. The nerve strings between glittering stars. Something behind
the void pulses, we hope.

XIV. T he R abid S kunk
Modern art says an idea can be a thing. Fill the void. The drop cloth I spread before scalloping plaster
on crumbling walls has memory. It is itself a canvas. The plastic woman who sees me walking with
cheesesteak and wants me to see her is artifact. She is the black paint that came through slats of shutters
onto drop cloth canvas spread on the lawn. She is the rabid skunk that wobbled across the daylight
street toward the sewer grate — drunk on boiling blood. We threw rocks at it to make it stay away. It slid
into the dark slot between curb and grate. The skunk with brain uncoiling is more a something than the
high-heeled doll. She exists outside reality. The skunk unknowingly descends into sewers. Man hides
his stench.
We each have the skunk and doll. The plastic ideal of stiff-armed perfection. It is what makes our
heart go against itself. The memory of someone we knew. The stink we cannot smell. The trash truck
interrupts the fantasy of our cityscape. The disease plunges a needle into the stomach while we wait.

XV. M ake a L iving
The sacramental evening, the thick-stroked sunflowers and the smiling poodle, the sight of the long
dark strand that whispers the thought of self-knowing eyes become artifact. The what-she-could-havebeen, without marriage or children, plays in her thought at the baseball statue. I want to preserve the
image in thought, picture, word.
This is arrowhead hunting. The icon becomes artifact when the relic is lost; when painted eyes stare
at aesthetes not pilgrims. Living depends on proper seeing. But we too often stumble like the skunk.
Trash truck exhaust and the foul reek of the hopper overcome the puff of perfume. The communal yelp
of seventy thousand adolescent girls morphs to a scream.

XVI. T oothpaste
The plastic woman is an archetype. She afflicts man and woman. She is a cheap plastic Mary shedding
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tears, a nude Venus demure, the sight of a wife captured apart outside a concert, the peroxide blond
hair of a memory. These are artifacts in brain, on canvas, or the empty wooden head of a saint. What
we see in the sunflower behind glass or the need behind makeup is the echo of life. All that matters is
survival. All that matters is the last squeeze of slate blue from the end of the crinkled toothpaste tube.

XVII. F ragmented L ove
Rozalin tells me that contrast is what makes a good picture. Maybe that’s why this image of her I see is
so good. Her calm leg propped over knee, her unconcerned fingers playing with hair, her eyes scanning
the city against the backdrop of neon green and the imposing bronze leg; the nervous mothers on cell
phones trying to locate children and the swarm of girls stopping traffic with raptured faces and pigtails.
She sits divorced, even as I call our daughter on the phone over and over — but Zelie has no reception.
Her pose becomes a fragment that feeds me. Apart from her, but with her, I see her. Like I saw her our
last time in Philadelphia, six years before, at the Police concert. I saw her in the red lights flashing to
Roxanne. The pulse of a red strobe. She was a stop-motion dance. I knew who she was and who we
were for a week.
The play of her long dark hair sustains me for another week. It lets me survive the drudgery of holding
the roller over my head and making paths of white over the old ceiling. It lasts until the oil-based paint
from steel rails sticks to my skin. It fills the minute cracks on my hands in a wash of smoke. Mineral spirits
cannot clean it. My last can is used to wet the brushes. The only rag I have to clean is soaked in the dark
gray fume.

XVIII. I conoclast
What saves us from divorce is the space of nothingness. What keeps us from standing outside the glass
and watching our own distorted faces glaring over scalloped paint is this: when Jesus said ”I am” to
the religious leaders, he got punched in the face. His blasphemy linked human and divine. Not the
apotheosis of Hercules, but the everyday common feet that walked dirt roads.
In this is our hope: that Sartre’s nothingness might be mirage. That my garden and the street with
parked cars, the somethingness of human life and work is real and combats the shadow of fear set
like a plastic worm as bait in my chest. The hope that sits in relic bones and workman’s boots. That
these words on paper last longer than memory. That art and writing touch the ephemeral memory with
subsisting truth. That spirit sleeps in our hot-wired brains.
We want dry bones to grow together again. To knit with tendon the knee. Teeth chatter and the jaw
snaps shut. The same jaw knocked out of joint by the fist.
A silly, vain hope, but better, like going to work is better than sinking into a black hole. Work lets us
forget the mind’s fear. Work redeems the unstable power of romantic vision. It lets the mind want a
weekend. Work is the realm of skill.
I ssue 15
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XIX. S pilt M ilk
God sucked a human breast. He made himself complete in a mother’s lap. We live a mutual need. This
is the message of Christianity, whether true or false: that we are connected to one another as the divine
became us.
What life remains in Aeneid or the Van Gogh sunflower continues. The mind perceives meaning in the
brush stroke and the yellow hue. The sentence pregnant with words: tied umbilical to history, suggests
features that will sharpen when cheekbone pushes past the pudge of infancy.
We are bound by grammar. Participle and gerund; painting and writing. Things in time and space.
Motive, static, stable. Like stars that seem to stand still. We have ten minutes before bed to see if a star
will flare; if a meteorite will let us pretend the universe cares.
We careen wildly through space. The cosmic breast expresses pinwheel galaxies. The dark canvas
splattered with light. Gravity and energy push and shove but hold the boom on course. Strains we sense
but cannot see. They shape and feed the cell alive for infinity.

XX. T he S unflower S he L oves
Painting, like writing, is a process not a product. It is never finished. It requires the eye of the beholder.
It continues in the mind of the living after we have gone. It is temporary immortality.
A theorist might claim that the existence of the painting itself depends on the eye to see. But I balk. I
know that the yellow finch perched on the edge of the sunflower, upside down plucking seed from the
bent and browning head, exists outside of me. My wife sees it too and she has just become aware of
bird and sunflower this summer. After years of letting the sunflowers seed themselves and finches pluck
the seed from the heads uncollected, she has seized on their existence. She watches the birds in wonder
and gathers the seed from dead faces.
The sunflower she loves is the furry-faced Van Gogh. A dwarf heirloom I bought online and planted
around the house. They sprang slowly and leafed out—full little plants. They produced slow-burning
stars. They developed from tight circles with fringed yellow areola. They opened and glimmered
iridescent between seeds. Young seed unready for earth. They hide behind a cover of petals that shag
Art for art’s sake might be nonsense, but it’s a creed I’ve loved. The beauty of the flower was incomplete
until she shared it. The ideal is cold. Like science it speaks a truth no one cares about until it becomes a
device we can use. Art is for the service of man. Subtract a comprehending eye, either of maker or seer,
and the framed picture is useless. It transmits a dead signal to empty space. It’s a sunflower seed pack
forgotten in the freezer for too many seasons. v
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Vincent Van Gogh, Sunflowers, 1889.

from edge to middle until their unfolding dazzles mind and draws the bee.
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Monk’s Prayer on a Surreal Morning: Wat Mahathat from Wat Tra Phang Ngoen. 24 x 18 inches (60.9 x 45.7 cm). Watercolor.

Thailand - Sukhothai: Divinity
Krish V. Krishnan

D

An excerpt from Rambles into Sacred Realms: Journeys in Pen
& Paint, narrative and images by Krish V. Krishnan, Shanti Arts
Publishing, scheduled for release April 2015.
www.shantiarts.com

park

the breeze that rippled across the

Sukhodaya — which means the blessed dawn of

pond of Wat Mahathat that Saturday

happiness — this once-flourishing city was the

in

ancient

Sukhothai.

Derived

from

first capital of Thailand.

were watching my every movement across this

It must have been an auspicious day, for

labyrinth of sacred spots: gigantic Buddhas

Buddhist monks in ocher robes scurried about

towered everywhere, some seated in calm

the Wat Mahathat complex where every shrine

meditation, many standing in benediction, a few

had a story to tell.

posed as if walking in meditative reflection, and
some stretched in silent repose.
I was taking in the vast sanctity of the historical

■
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istant Buddhist chants wafted with

morning. It seemed those gigantic figures
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“Wat means temple in Thai,” remarked Maew,
my sprightly guide, “and Wat Mahathats all
across Thailand are notable for having a relic of

Land of a Thousand Shrines: Wat Mahathat. 20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm). Acrylic.

the ancient master hidden somewhere among

as sonorously persistent mosquitoes, I pedaled

their stonework.”

my somewhat dilapidated rented bicycle in the

Given how extensive this fantastical twelfth-

predawn darkness towards the park. I met the

century complex is, I was surprised at how few

smiling Maew by the entrance, eager to get started.

licensed guides were available. Fifty-year-old

In a breathtaking display of nearly two hundred

Maew was one of just a handful working in this

ruins spread over twenty-seven square miles, the

vast array of structures that dates from the twelfth

Sukhothai Historical Park is speckled with ancient

century C.E.

stupas and chedis — mounds where sacred

The day before, I had flown to Bangkok where

saints’ relics are housed. There are many viharas

the temperature was a balmy ninety degrees

or monasteries, Khmer temples, and statues

Fahrenheit. The winter in Chicago had been

from long ago. Monks would have walked in

especially severe, and I barely escaped O’Hare

meditation along the pillared hallways or studied

Airport in the aftermath of yet another raging

the sacred scriptures while seated on one of the

snowstorm. Once in Bangkok, a late afternoon

stone benches that lined temple courtyards.

flight took me far away from the city hubbub to a
charming private airport in Sukhothai.
After a night in a hotel that stood upon stilts over
ponds laden with enchanting lily fronds as well

Looking at my map, I realized I was in the
central section of the park, teeming with the ruins
of twenty-six different shrines and palaces that
have stood here for the last eight centuries.
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The D unes
Vincent Louis Carrella
photography by the author

I

Sand. The tiniest particles of earth that we can see,
that we can feel. Particles. Are we not composed
of particles? Are our particles not composed of still
even smaller particles? I look at the dunes before me
and I see that it is beautiful. It is a spectacular curve,
a smooth and graceful form. It is large and heavy, and
it conveys majesty and meaning that transcends its
component parts.

t begins as a formless realm of shadows;

We hear the incessant hissing, a susurrus

the revelation of the dunes. The shadows

of granules and specks, mixed with our own

vary in their darkness, in the bowls

labored breathing, and then, in a surreal instant,

between their crests. The depth of the

the light races across the sea of crests, pulling

darkness is a measure of their depths. Among

the troughs upward, creating the illusion of

them there’s a sense of massive presence, like

waveforms, rolling, a sea of ambers, a great sigh

ships looming in the night. Or animals. It’s as

of light, and the whole thing is suddenly revealed,

if we are walking among a sleeping herd of

a waterless ocean of sand, stilled, moving at the

nomadic beasts.

imperceptible speed of a starfish.

Long before the sun arrives the landscape
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begins to blue. The folds of the granulated Earth

It

emerge like some great naked body we climb

out and I just knew. Something was pulling me to

over, tiny on the face of it, insects, on a body in

Death Valley, and I had to be there on Christmas

which we are ankle-deep, and so part of; alone

morning. I saw myself in a vision, on my knees

among the desiccated particles, a container of

in the sand. Several months earlier I had seen

particles ourselves, but we are saturated, and

the photographs of Joe Burull, a mentor and

charged, and we can feel them, desirous of

my friend. They were intoxicating. That’s when

our moisture, the silica dust that’s stuck in our

the dunes began their urgent calling. Have you

eyelashes and in our teeth.

heard the whisper of the sand?
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You

begin the journey in the dark and walk

through a barren landscape dotted with mesquite.

than a chance pile of sand. It communicates,
something. Beyond what I see.

It’s cold and spooky and you cannot discern
the size or distances of the dunes. It’s an almost

Matthew

funhouse sensation. The ground slopes more

New Testament. I knew him, but not well enough

drastically than you expect, or not as much, and

to ensure that sixteen hours enclosed in a small car

you lurch as if drunken, weighted down with your

would be a pleasurable experience. He answered

equipment, buoyed up by your awe. You walk

my call to adventure and accompanied me into

among them as if they are sleeping brachiosaurs,

the dunes, me with my DSLR, he with his iPhone 6.

living creatures of mammoth proportions that

We didn’t talk much. We didn’t stay together. He

exude lifeforce, like the giant Sequoias, and it

wandered off to find his own meaning in the dunes,

feels like a desecration to mar their smooth faces

and so did I. There were times I would see him as

and razor sharp ridgelines with your footprints.

a mere speck in the distance, only to discover him

But the wind is blowing and the sand is moving

minutes later at my side. We didn’t talk because

and your footprints don’t last very long.

words, we knew, were useless here. But we did

was his name. Like the book in the

communicate. He would look at me and I could

Two

nights before I left it hit me. You need

see in his eyes that he was moved. I could see in

to bring someone. I didn’t understand. I always

his eyes no ordinary wonder. I could see in his eyes

take these pilgrimages alone. The hero’s journey

that he was changed. And then I understood why

is solitary, is it not? I need the silence, I need

the voice had told me not to come to the desert

the clarity of the road. The dog comes. The dog

alone. I needed to see it in through another’s eyes.

doesn’t talk. The dog is a balance. But another
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human? And who? I’m leaving on Christmas Eve,

We seem to be ourselves particles — individual

who is going to be available and willing to drive

and separate from each other, our irregularities

eight hours to the desert with less than two days

reinforcing this notion that we, too, are grains of

notice? Someone. I turned to Facebook. I put

sand. Our bodies are made of particles. But we

out the call. And I got an answer.

are not our bodies and we are not the particles

Sand. The tiniest particles of earth that we

that comprise them. As I looked at the dunes

can see, that we can feel. Particles. Are we

I could see they were moving. The wind was

not composed of particles? Are our particles

blowing veils of sand off the tops of their crests.

not composed of still even smaller particles? I

Our footprints had vanished. Rivulets and furrows

look at the dunes before me and I see that it

ran cross their backs suggesting the eroding

is beautiful. It is a spectacular curve, a smooth

effects of water. But it was the wind. There is no

and graceful form. It is large and heavy, and it

water here. The wind is the force that pushes the

conveys majesty and meaning that transcends

particles, that sends them aloft and carries them

its component parts. It seems to be more

to other places, creating the dunes.
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It was Christmas morning and I was on my knees

ludicrous notion of form. Not only is nothing what

praying to the dunes. I was aware that all over

it seems, nothing is what it is. Particles are made

America millions of children were tearing paper

of particles are made of particles. Each measuring

off packages. I thought of the paper as skin and of

device we invent discovers smaller components of

the pulverized wood pulp that went into its making.

matter. There is no bottom. How ironic, our search

We were all opening our gifts. It was a day chosen

for the so-called God-particle. Dark matter. In our

to commemorate the birth of God as man. A day

attempt to unify a theory of everything we only

that Christians recognize as the one on which God

succeed at dividing us further apart.

entered the world as one of us. I thought about

What Matthew didn’t know, doesn’t know, is

this teaching. Jesus was a body God chose to

that he was called to me to be me. A surrogate me.

co-inhabit. What a strange notion that is. I’m not

A doppelganger. I would not be able to process

mocking. But I think it falls rather short of the truth.

the desert or the dunes without an element to

We are all Christ, all sons of God, all holy. That’s

provide comparison and scale. A human element.

my belief. And here I was on this day bowing to

In photograph after photograph he appears as

the particles, to the body of the Earth, to these

a reflective surface, the ghost of us, incarnate.

incredible metaphors, the transitory dunes.

How can I see and understand the sand without
the man as a reference? Had I gone to the desert

When

I

returned from the desert, I began

alone I would have returned with lovely photos of

the ritual of unveiling that is the editing process.

sand dunes. But what I have instead is a deeper

Now that all photography is digital we all get to

understanding of who I am and who I am not.

experience something similar to the rite of the
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darkroom, where we cross a threshold into a

There were miles and miles of open road and not

transformative realm of revelation. I cherish the

a word was spoken. You could hear the tires hum.

editing process. Through it I see so much that I

Sometimes there were dust clouds big enough to

missed in the field. There is the moment when

blot out the sun. The grains of sand were blowing

the photograph is taken, that now, and then

across the road. It was Christmas Eve and the sand

there is the now as experienced through the

was our snow. We slept in a motel called Stovepipe

lens of distance, when an abstract wafer of time

Wells and woke that night in a storm that shook the

and place is seen in another now, an expanded

rafters. We were up before the dawn and began

now. In those moments I make connections,

our trek through a formless realm of shadows. And

connections that are only possible because of

when the light came it turned into an ocean. The

this process of preservation and reflection.

illuminated sand. Mounds of moving particles.

As beautiful as the landscape of the dunes appears

Protean particles. We were particles too but ours

to be, what I saw in the photos surprised me. There

were held together by water. We have the benefit

was an element present in some of them, an added

of cohesion. We don’t blow away so easily. But

dimension that helped me to understand the

make no mistake about it, we are dunes. v
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POEM

Anarchy of Utterance

Unknown, Chaos, 1961.

There are no rules for poetry.
Rules were made
by minds wanting control.
Wanting to line up
language the way
they line up their lives—
this order that makes one
feel safe inside
while the world wears chaos,
careens through space,
and we map the day,
file the bills, fold the laundry,
turn off the lights,
lock doors
for a life divided,
measured in orderly increments
with calendars and clocks—
with months, days, minutes
to mind, to manage.
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Yet every once in a while, order
unravels in defeat
and the arbitrators, the dictators,
the litany of canons
rush from your reach like a child
fleeing a classroom in summer—
the grammar, the rubrics,
the rhetoric of language stills,
and silent images appear,
slowly finding their form
from the stir of what was lost
in that long sleep—
a snippet, a small morsel of life—
a story, a likeness, awkwardly
spilled onto the page,
and out of your substance
a poem finds its own order, rules
to bear the weight
of this wanting to speak.
~ Marilyn Joy
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A P rivate A lphabet
Anita Carol Smith

Previously, some scientists called synesthesia a neurological disorder because the senses aren’t operating
“normally.” But inventions, beneficial mutations, and art, by definition, likewise aren’t “normal.”

T

he wet vowels drip. Other vowels

beautiful or ugly. Writers like Nabokov, Blake,

creak, dry as dead beetles. And the

and Keats melded their synesthesia into their

consonants? They growl or smile,

writing.

shine or fade, flash or hunker down.
Whenever I read, that’s how I feel the letters.

talking about the moist lusciousness of “ormolu”

letters. Synesthesia, or cross-sensory experience,

or the parched quality of “eclectic.” But even

can take a lot of different forms. Guitarist Jimi

though we synesthetes number only one in two

Hendrix sensed musical notes in color and based

thousand people, we apparently make up about

his song, “Purple Haze,” on his C7#9 “purple

twenty-five percent of the artist population. Fair

chord.”

enough. I’m a flutist, honkytonk keyboardist, and

The

ancient

Greek

mathematician

as masculine or feminine, perfect or incomplete,

■

to feel letters. After all, I didn’t hear anybody

And each word mingles the personalities of its

Pythagoras felt the characteristics of each number

88
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fabric artist.
When I feel letters, they seem to clump

into “families.” Take U, V, and W, crouching

in “name,” “spoke” and “fire.” Then, like hidden

like gargoyles near the dank terminus of the

influences in subatomic physics, the E is known

alphabet. They don’t leave their posts often to

only by its effect: it makes the preceding vowel

show up in text. But when they do, they cast

say its name.

a pall. Even Scrabble champions dread those

The next-driest letter is I. It lives a little further

eldritch creatures because they are the three

back in the mouth than E, but it’s still more air

hardest letters to play, the letters least willing to

than water. It slips by fast unless it gets to be

work with others.

”lead-dog,” as in “icicle.”

But X, Y, and Z fan out at the alphabetical

A is a yogi. Balancing itself between wet and

finale with a flourish. They make themselves

dry, it rests lightly on the fulcrum between desert

useful in offbeat words like onyx, phalanx, yar,

and swamp.

yenta, zither, zany. They take odd and paint it red.

But O opens up memories of a hot shower

When it comes to alphabetized lists — a roster

or long kisses. We say “Ooh” when we feel

of names, a book index, a shelf of spices — a big

something deeply. We say O toward the back of

chunk of the entries usually begin with one of

the mouth, just before that last articulated vowel,

the first three consonants of the alphabet: B, C,

the U.

and D. They land like pigeons, unremarkable but
everywhere.
That leaves the hoi polloi consonants between
D and V milling around. Those workaday letters
do the heavy lifting. They confer. They batten
down.
But the timbre, the juice of words pulses in
the five main vowels. (We won’t discuss those

At the U, it’s the uvula. Soggy and drenched, the
U brings tropical weather. (After the U, it’s down
into the airless land of interior organs shunting
nutrients through subcutaneous passages.)
My alphabet synesthesia comes with a bonus:
spell-check. I can only spell a word the way it
feels. Take “poetical.” I could never end it with
“ul” because it doesn’t feel that wet.

extramarital moments when W and Y leap the

Previously, some scientists called synesthesia

wall and saunter off into town to act like vowels.)

a neurological disorder because the senses

While the plainness of A and E, the muscularity

aren’t operating “normally.” But inventions,

of O and I, and the Transylvanian darkness of U

beneficial mutations, and art, by definition,

come from each letter’s place in the alphabet,

likewise aren’t “normal.” So today, cognitive

a vowel’s main personality vibrates somewhere

neurologists are studying the synesthetic

along the dry-to-wet spectrum.

process to understand how it operates. But

E shakes in the breeze like desiccated fireweed.

the feelings run much deeper than empirical

It wafts out the mouth, barely more than an

observation

may

show.

Meanwhile,

most

exhale. Maybe that’s why it’s the most common

synesthetes report that they relish their odd

letter in the English language — it’s so easy to

ability to see and feel life in an unexpected

say. But sometimes it shuffles off into silence, as

way. I’ll have another U, please.

v
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Leslie Ihde has been a psychotherapist since the early eighties
and an artist for as long as she can remember. Like many
others, she views her life as a journey, but unlike most others,
self-discovery has been her central aspiration since her early
twenties. Now in her mid fifties, Leslie works with people to
help them with their own self-discovery. Drawing on philosophy,
Zen Buddhism, and long associations with remarkable people,
Leslie guides others in their quest to discover the truth and
beauty which lie within them. She believes that suffering can
be a spur to self-transformation, and that art is a manifestation
of spirit. She lives with her husband in upstate New York.
■ spiritualself-inquiry.com

I nvisible Seam
Leslie Ihde

I
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My hands fold the fabric, cut the fabric, sew and
trim the threads. At the same time, I, as human
being, resemble a stitch in a succession of stitches
the way a moment seems to be a droplet of time.

have always had a love-hate relationship

weight, the suppleness, and the texture between

with sewing. Although I dread the meticulous

your fingers.

attention required to thread the machine

My sister and I place our sewing machines on

and the fussiness of winding bobbins, I like the

either end of my art studio table, sewing together

idea of sewing my own clothes. It appeals to my

and talking like only sisters can. We are “textile

interest in self-sufficiency. What a lovely thing

artists” we tell ourselves. Our husbands, who we

it must be to make all your own clothes! After

neglect cheerfully, will simply have to understand

all, the pioneer women did it. You could pick

that we are possessed by the sewing muse and

out the most luscious fabrics and sew clothing

cannot be disturbed. Lovers of the touch and

suited only to yourself. Rich wools and marvelous

texture of cloth, we speak in slight English accents

linens come to mind. Then of course there are

to indicate our cultured sensibilities, forgetting

the silks, including the thick dupioni silk whose

that we are middle aged and, perhaps, slightly

warp and weft show softly in slightly contrasting

old-fashioned. Never mind! We wile away hours

colors. My sister, an expert quilter, tells me that

happily on our visit.

there is a whole art to draping fabric. She calls

I am making a jacket. The cover of the pattern

it the “hand” of the fabric. It refers to the way

says it is suitable for the sewist of average skill.

that the fabric feels against your skin. It is the

Before long I am quite sure that must have been
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Anna Ancher, Fisherman’s Wife Sewing, 1890.
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Leslie Ihde

a misprint. Patiently I use my seam ripper to

Countless generations of discovery lay behind

undo my mistakes, squinting my eyes to find the

the pattern instructions I am following. I re-pin

tiny stitches that match the fabric too perfectly.

the pieces together to capture the proper folds.

The pattern is a big puzzle. I am overjoyed when

This jacket, in rich burgundy, will be at least two

I piece the front and back of the jacket together

sizes too small.

and the seams line up, the darts touch, and the
shapes complement perfectly.

again and wrap it around my waist. Then I wrap

human history and invention. What series of

it around my bust, then hips, and jot down the

technical insights were needed to produce the

numbers. Hmm. Size inflation.

tissue paper pattern I am now working from? My

Some act of invention is taking place inside of

sister has left, so I am now alone with my sewing.

me and through my hands. I am not sure where

Her gift of Italian Gingher shears lays just within

it comes from, but I take pieces from the leftover

reach to my right. I smile as I recall the way the

fabric and examine the jacket for places to add.

sharp, powerful blades cut the fabric almost

I can continue the seams, just so, sewing one-

effortlessly. There is just enough resistance for

quarter inch from the first seam. Doing it this way

the user to enjoy the shearing glide of the metal

will draw attention to lines and contours, showing

against cloth. Again, I think, incomprehensibly, of

off the tailoring of the jacket. It has a peplum, a

the technologies that had to advance to create

short section that extends below the waistline

such a tool.

that adds flair. Since I haven’t yet attached the

childhood, I have associated classical music

■

aside the pattern, I pick up the tape measure

I find myself thinking of the long crawl of

On my ipad, classical music is playing. Since

92

Now, at least, I can be purely inventive. Casting

peplum to the jacket, I can add a wide ribbon of
fabric at each side.

with artistic doings. Not musical myself, I am

I am struck by a strange, twofold perception. On

nevertheless infected by the way each note

the one hand, I am sewing and happily correcting

builds on the previous note until a cascade of

mistakes. My hands fold the fabric, cut the fabric,

feeling unfolds in the listener. I imagine medieval

sew and trim the threads. At the same time, I, as

cathedrals built by generations of craftsmen in

human being, resemble a stitch in a succession

succession. I pick up the translucent brown tissue

of stitches the way a moment seems to be a

paper pattern again and stare at the mysterious

droplet of time. Generations before me have

hieroglyphics in the upper right-hand corner.

granted me the privilege of playing with fabric

Maybe that dot really was important. I think I

in just this way on a Sunday afternoon. Mothers,

can find where it belonged. I lay the paper on

grandmothers, and a long chain of private and

the back of my jacket piece and calculate the

social inventors have improvised, adapted, and

subtraction of the five-eighths-inch seam that

discovered. Aeons before, primitives chewed

I’ve already sewn. Yes, it is there, just there.

hides to soften it and fashion clothing. I, this one

The music is rising to its crescendo moment.

individual improvising a correction to a misread
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Invisible seam

Harriet Backer, By Lamp Light, 1890.

pattern, am part of a pattern much larger than

is self-lined, so it is formed by two layers of linen.

myself. Like a note in a piece of classical music, I

Instead of feeling flimsy, the fabric has weight

am part of the symphony.

even as it remains light enough for summer

Yet there is one more part to my perception,

wear. I have the eerie sense that I am wearing

a part more fantastic than imagination. This

myself. I am and am not this making. This is an

part stuns me, and I stop what I am doing to

act of creativity of which I am the source and the

let the perception that has emerged circulate

manifestation simultaneously.

throughout my body and mind. It is that I am the

The spirit of play that I had in the sewing

listener. I hear the music of which I am a part. In

expands. I am being — both as beyond myself

the fabric of time, I am eternity. In the symphony,

and as myself. I turn the jacket inside out to

I am both the one who plays a single instrument,

trim the remaining loose threads. Stretching the

and the one who hears the entire event.

jacket gently on the ironing board, I turn up the

I rub the fabric between my fingers. The jacket

classical music coming from my ipad. v
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READER’S MARKETPLACE

Stone
voices

Advertising Policy and Rates
IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS: Ready-to-print advertising images must be
submitted in digital format. Images must be at least 300 ppi and jpg, tiff,
or pdf file formats. SUBMISSION: Send image file via email to info@stonevoices.com. Include brief text stating the page size you wish (1/4 page, 1/2
page, full page, etc.) and the number of issues in which you wish to purchase
space. PAYMENT: Following receipt and approval of ad, an invoice will be
emailed. Preferred payment is online by PayPal or credit card. Checks will
be accepted if necessary. DEADLINES: STONE VOICES is printed four times
each year. Advertising images and payment must be received by January 15
for the spring issue; April 15 for the summer issue; July 15 for the fall issue;
and October 15 for the winter issue.

Page Size

Dimensions (WxH)

One Issue

Two Issues

Three Issues

Four Issues

1/8 page

3.375 x 2.25 inches

$45

$80

$115

$144

1/4 page

3.375 x 4.625 inches

$90

$160

$230

$290

3/8 page
vertical

3.375 x 7.125 inches

$150

$270

$385

$480

1/2 page
horizontal

7 x 4.625 inches

$180

$325

$460

$580

full page

7 x 9.5 inches

$360

$650

$920

$1150

In keeping with its focus on art and spirituality, STONE VOICES accepts advertising submissions from artists, art galleries, bookstores,
publishers, retreat and healing centers, yoga schools, museums, art material suppliers, art educators, collectors, and other similar
businesses and organizations. STONE VOICES reserves the right to reject advertising submissions that do not fit its purpose and intention.
www.stone-voices.com

Holly Friesen
Contemporary Canadian Landscape Painter
painting from inside the landscape

www.hollyfriesen.com
hollyfriesen@gmail.com
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Find Christ
in a New Way
The Christian Community is a worldwide movement for religious renewal
that seeks to open the path to the
living, healing presence of Christ in the
age of the free individual.
All who come will ﬁnd a community
striving to cultivate an environment
of free inquiry in harmony with deep
devotion.

Marcus Knausenberger

Learn more at
www.thechristiancommunity.org

P rimal E xPrEssions
Charlie Savedoff
mixed media

Studio
1 Iron Lady Lane
Grand Manan Island
New Brunswick, Canada

ContaCt
www.charliesavedoff.com
for a studio visit call:
506.662.1991
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Tanka Practice
by
Leslie Ihde

_______
• Explore the practice of Tanka—an
ancient form of Japanese poetry.
• Clarify and deepen perception by
writing tanka in the morning and
again in the evening.
• Learn from the discoveries of
eight friends who chose a life of
mindfulness.

_______

amazon.com
$6.99
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E ilEEn M. C unniffE
Author of “Santa Fe Stories,” featured in
Stone Voices Summer 2014, Issue 12.
Exploring identity through the lenses of travel, family and work.

www.eileencunniffe.com

Genre-busting short stories, novellas, serials, and
graphic novels in a pulp anthology magazine

Good books for the price of a beer!
pulpliterature.com
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ENDNOTE

When you paint Spring, do not paint willows,
plums, peaches, or apricots, but just paint Spring.
To paint willows, plums, peaches, or apricots is
to paint willows, plums, peaches, or apricots — it
is not yet painting Spring.
~Dōgen
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